Germany praises Greece, but bail-out decision next week

TODAY @ 00:12

German finance minister Schauble has said Greece made “tremendous efforts” to adopt all the reforms required for its new bail-out, with final approval expected next week.

RELATED ▶ Eurozone expected Greek downgrades

'Grey mouse' EU chairman picked for second term

01-03-12 @ 19:33

Van Rompuy has clinched a second term as European Council chief, with his understated style credited for keeping the “show on the road” amid the crisis.

RELATED ▶ Van Rompuy tipped to chair new 'economic government'

EU gives Serbia candidate status, Romania gets nothing

TODAY @ 09:59

EU countries have granted candidate status to Serbia, sweeping aside Romania's concerns on minority rights as a bogus issue.

RELATED ▶ Romania flexes muscle at EU meeting on Serbia

EU leaders meet on economy, Schengen and Serbia

01-03-12 @ 10:14

EU leaders at a two-day EU summit on Thursday will look where each country stands on its economic recovery plans and plan for the future of Schengen borderless travel.

Spanish spring protests: 'Enough is enough'

NEWS IN BRIEF

- Enlargement of Schengen to be decided in September
- Serbia granted EU candidate status - draft conclusions
- Saracny arrives late to EU summit
- Finns and Swedes tough on rule-keeping
- No Schengen enlargement expected at EU summit
- Vocal Netherlands has to stick to deficit rules, commission says
- Bundesbank criticises ECB soft loan scheme
- Markets continue to bash Portugal
- Irish referendum politics getting nasty
- EU backs UK in Argentina dispute

STAKEHOLDERS' HIGHLIGHTS

- ALDE: ALDE upcoming events, click here for more information
- Glass For Europe: MEPs move in the right direction but much remains to be done for the final directive to boost building renovation
- Confederation of Swedish Enterprises: Europe’s labour migration policy - The Swedish Solution

ASEF: Public Talk 'Health and Migration: perspectives from Asia and Europe' in Barcelona on Wednesday 7 March

- ALTER EU: ALTER-EU wants the Commission to block revolving door in Staff Regulations revision
- EPFA: 'Brewers' Pledge is nothing but a Public Affairs exercise' says EPFA
- WWF: 2012 Barometer on illegal logging - EU countries still failing the forests
- CEO: EU in crisis: analysis, resistance and alternatives to corporate Europe
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